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Final Report

Please note that the contents of the Final Report can be found in the attachment.

4.1 Final publishable summary report
Executive Summary

Empowering Trans-Mediterranean Renewable Energy Research Alliance for Europe 2020
Challenges - ETRERA_2020 is a EU project aimed at tackling the future energy needs by creating a
Euro-Mediterranean research alliance for the development of a RDI network on Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) technologies and for improving Research-Industry cooperation. The ETRERA_2020
idea is to improve S&T and entrepreneurial relationships between European Member States and the
neighbouring Mediterranean countries in the strategic field of renewable energy production,
distribution and storage by a range of activities targeted to bridging the existing gap between
research and innovation.

ETRERA 2020 is addressing its efforts to some specific technological fields: wind, PV, grid
connection, solar thermal and hydrogen and fuel cells seen as a way to store energy. Specific goals
are:
o improving human resources & know-how of Mediterranean Partner Countries RTD organizations;
o increasing the networking opportunity among the main actors of the RES value chain;
o increasing of public – private partnership;
o increasing the accessibility to research facilities;
o increasing the project/partners visibility in order to attract potential research/industry partners.

ETRERA_2020 contributed to:
# foster mutually beneficial public-private partnerships between organization belonging to EU
member states and Mediterranean partner countries through the market uptake of research results.
# to the enhancement of cooperation between research and innovation actors on both sides
(EU-MPC)
# increase the potential of STI cooperation between the partners and the organization involved in the
projects under the Horizon 2020 and to contribute to the definition of common programmes on
innovation.

Summary description of project context and objectives

The project started the 1st of September 2013. ETRERA_2020 project is divided into 6 Work
Packages:
• The project management WP1 ensures the overall management of the work undertaken in
ETRERA_2020 – Empowering Trans-Mediterranean Renewable Energy Research Alliance for
Europe 2020 challenges in European and MPC area. The goal of the management activities is to
implement the project management practices.
• Basis for Cooperation and Knowledge transfer WP2 deals with the in depth analysis of knowledge
developed in the partners research center, so as to enable target regions to unlock and to exploit
mutually their successful experiences. Objective of this task is to get a detailed framework of the
state of art of the knowledge developed. In particular, we explore RTD expertise and specialisation,
market demand, needs and outlook in order to identify potential area for developing new products
and services. Moreover the in depth analysis of target center will enable member organisations of the
consortium to know in depth the research and innovation domains and regional capabilities in which
the partner and the regions excel for growth. This is the starting point for integrating expertise and
know-how and to turn analysis results into a Joint Action Plan for enhancing capabilities.
• Networking for enhanced collaboration WP3. The networking activities are a key issue in
ETRERA_2020 to enhance the cooperation between research and innovation actors and fostering the
public-private partnership. The specific goals within this framework are:
o promoting networking between actors in the "knowledge value chain" to better focus research on
socio-economic needs as well as to facilitate exploitation of research results, notably through the
organization of brokerage events;
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o creating a Metacluster on renewable energy area to boost the technology transfer and the
international cooperation in the MPC area.
o boosting real cooperation among the actors involved in the value chain through the signature of
collaboration agreements.
• Capacity Building WP4. The activities dedicated to “Capacity Building” aims at developing actions
to ensure that renewable energy operators in the participating Mediterranean Partner Countries
(MPCs) are experienced to manage, transfer and use knowledge resulting from research..
• Innovation and support services WP5 The goal of the support service is to provide to organization
belonging to the partners countries innovative technology services aimed at:
o speeding up market transfer of innovative solutions and provide start-up assistance;
o providing a business advisory link between the work of researchers and SMEs market’s needs;
o supporting the removal of barriers to enable viable, competitive and sustainable businesses.
• Communication and dissemination WP6 aims to carry out a set of actions aiming at increasing the
visibility of ETRERA_2020 project, partners, activities as well as disseminating and exploiting the
project results in order to make it a successful and sustainable project. Further the ambition is to
make project’s results available to other RES partnerships, potential future industrial partners, the
scientific community, regional, national, European and MPC decision-makers and the interested
public, and to facilitate networking and co-operations between industry and science.

Description of main S & T results/foregrounds

ETRERA_2020 succeed in reaching some key outcomes in terms of enabling the S&T international
cooperation.

1. The creation of the basis for Cooperation and Knowledge transfer
In order to reach this general objective:
• we built a detailed framework of the state of art of the knowledge developed in each research
centre. In particular, we explored the RTD expertise of research centres partners of the project in
order to identify potential area for developing new products and services.
• we identified the existing and potential bottle necks in the technology transfer process;
• we organised several awareness development moments in order to gather feedbacks and needs. All
those actions were the starting points for integrating expertise and know-how and to turn analysis
results into a Joint Action Plan for enhancing capabilities.
• we wrote a Joint Action Plan in which the common priorities of the partners were defined. This
document also contains the identification of some technological areas that are promising for the next
years. This was a time consuming work that requested also the support of the steering committee.
Two main scientific products have to be highlighted among the 4 main activities above described:
i. the publication of the report Economy, policy and innovation analysis of Morocco, Palestine and
Tunisia.
ii. the production of the Joint Action Plan

The report Economy, policy and innovation analysis of Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia
The report is organized into four parts:
i. Executive Summary: This part is dedicated to the summary results of: Desk, Survey and Field
Analysis. The overall results concern: economy, policy and innovation analysis of Morocco,
Palestine and Tunisia, identification of existing and potential bottlenecks about research entities and
industry cooperation in these target countries, as well as technology transfer and know-how
valorisation activities.
ii. Section 1 (Desk Analysis): Section one, presents theoretical studies about Research Entities and
Industry cooperation in Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia. The work started devoting to the solely
literature review and data gathering about technology transfer, the actors involved and their assigned
role in the process in the three Countries: Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia. The goal of this Analysis
is to find success and failure cases. During our research, we used several tools to reach this goal.
Moreover, the desk analysis acted as a springboard to introduce the Survey Research.
iii. Section 2 (Survey Analysis): Section two, concerns the quantitative research, after a deep analysis
of documents, reports, papers etc., we considered appropriate to implement a survey research. We
chose quantitative approach, as scientific method to investigate and get a clear and complete picture
of the relationship between research entities and industry. We built and distributed a questionnaire to
demonstrate “how and if” Research Entities and Industry cooperation operate in the target Countries
(Morocco, Palestine* and Tunisia). Indeed, the survey allowed us to understand if success and failure
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cases about technology transfer process exist.
iv. Section 3 (Field Analysis Research): In this last section, some major issues that arose from the
desk and survey analyses, were selected to implement the field research, to investigate in-depth on
the contradictions or potential bottlenecks. Through the open-ended questions, we tried to identify
the experiences of failure and success between research centres and industries cooperation in the
three countries in order to understand how it works, and how could be possible to operate.
“Mix" of all three parts contributed:
• to clarify the relationship between research entities and industry;
• to identify the potential bottlenecks and gap between research entities and industry cooperation;
• to create recommendations for the future.

The production of the Joint Action Plan
The development of the ETRERA_2020 Joint Action Plan (JAP) is based on regional, national and
European priorities and trends so as to foster and to put into action a common R&D and innovation
strategy and related financial plan for the consortium for the next years. As regards, the methodology
and the structuring ETRERA_2020 JAP followed an interactive procedure which was based on the
contribution of the consortium, using further resources such as group of specialists and certain
innovative methods such as SWOT analysis and CSF analysis. In more specific:
i. In the Chapter 1, the background of report, the JAP objectives and the adopted methodology were
analysed. Special attention has been taken in the priorities and actions that the ETRERA_2020
project set to be realized by the JAP (i.e. education, training, communication, planning, exchange of
good practice, research, demonstration, strategy in priority energy themes). Key points for the JAP
realization were the identification of the relevant priority areas of interest in order to develop joint
activities towards 2020 and beyond focused on five sustainable energy priority themes. In this
context, a brief analysis of the different national strategic plans for the development of RES and
Energy Efficiency of each project partner and the synergies between the local RTD research-driven
clusters was made in order to define common activities which could be built up and developed
through the Joint Action Plan and the common R&D strategy. Once the strategies of the
ETRERA_2020 countries were fully mapped a working group of experts within each of the
participating regions drafted the individual action plans for the prioritized sustainable energy themes.
The primary focus of the plans is to support research and technological development for each of the
priorities to contribute towards the wider goal of sustainable energy production and regional energy
self-sufficiency.
ii. In the Chapter 2, the ETRERA_2020 consortium based on the results of a SWOT analysis and
taking into account the individual action plans has an obvious target to actually select and implement
targeted actions to develop the five sustainable energy priority themes. The SWOT analysis is a
useful tool for the strategic plan, aiming to establish a broad understanding of the technical and
economical market potential for the RES technologies within the partnership, to identify and quantify
the technological and practical issues relevant for this market, to investigate the legal, regulatory and
administrative hurdles for market development and to recommend withdrawal actions in the
participant countries. The SWOT analysis covers the technical, market, environmental and social
aspects for the priority energy themes supported by the ETRERA_2020 consortium to investigate the
critical success factors.
iii. In the Chapter 3 the implementation of SWOT and Critical Success Factors - CSF detailed
analysis allowed the consortium to finally specify recommendations for the ETRERA_ 2020
“Strategic Plan” for the next seven years of the Meta-Cluster, fulfilling the European Strategic
Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan) requirements. In this chapter, the consortium based on the
chapter 2 analysis and outcomes selected from an initial "thinking tank" the most ambitious energy
priority themes to focus in the future ETRERA_2020 actions. Each institute/organisation chose up to
five main and three runner up energy themes according to their interests. The final processing was
concluded in a final choice of five plus three priority energy themes. The consortium determined
RTD activities and innovation strategies within the priority themes that can cause structural changes
and to improve the competitiveness of the energy priority themes affecting also other sectors of
economy. The proposed RTD activities per energy theme are determined in the basis of high
penetration potential and promising influence in the Mediterranean countries. To this scope of work,
two predefined tools were developed for the pilot RTD projects valuation in relation to specific
market criteria (business critical mass, market margin, RTD resources & availability, job creation,
economic impact, interface with other platforms etc.) and recommendations for intervention actions
taken by the private sector and/or the state in Mediterranean countries, providing targeted
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quantitative and qualitative information.

2. The Networking for enhanced collaboration.
In order to reach this general objective, the main following activities have been carried out:
• Promotion of networking between actors in the "knowledge value chain" to better focus research on
socio-economic needs as well as to facilitate exploitation of research results, notably through the
organization of brokerage events. This was done by mapping the actors involved in the "knowledge
value chain" in Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia
• Creation of the Metacluster concept on renewable energy as a tool to boost the technology transfer
and the international cooperation in the MPC area.
The main scientific product was the detailed definition of the meta-cluster concept. This definition
allowed in a second moment to the establishment of the NET-ERA meta-cluster as a stable alliance
among organizations.
The Meta-Cluster
We started from the definition of a generic Meta-Cluster as a trans-regional network of cluster, which
focuses on the same or complementary specific technological field or sector. A meta-cluster consists
of at least three clusters in three different region. From the observation of the reality it is clear that
the companies in a strong cluster environment are more innovative than other companies. The
research organizations in cluster environment are more active in innovation with higher research
standards/results, while the regions with strong cluster attract more venture capital that areas without
strong cluster. The strong clusters creates a higher level of entrepreneurship and they are magnets for
skilled labour whit higher wage levels as well as added value growth. Considering the previous
assumptions it is possible to define that a meta-cluster organization offers the opportunity:
• to combine innovation capabilities of different regions to develop new products and services, which
are customized to the requirements of the different market
• to exchange research ideas, capacity/labs, and testing areas among different regions and sectors
• to encourage and support modern innovation processes in SMEs across different regions, markets
and sectors.
• to optimize the transition from basic R&D to innovative products and services, in the context of
cross collaboration: Modern innovation processes are more and more meta-national.
• to innovative companies to use the different innovation capabilities of different regions.
• to the innovators to customize products and services to the specific demands of the different
markets. (A lot of innovations fail not because there is a lack of advanced technologies; it is more a
missing understanding of customer needs).

3. The Capacity Building
The activities dedicated to “Capacity Building” aim at developing actions to ensure that renewable
energy operators in the participating Mediterranean Partner Countries (MPCs) are experienced to
manage, transfer and use knowledge resulting from research. In doing this the objective was to
support the qualification of the partners institutions and in a minor way organizations outside the
partnership. The goal was to manage, transfer and use knowledge resulting from research and to
build a culture/mind-set that goes toward the innovation. In order to achieve this result three main
actions have been developed: i) an actions to promote exchange of best practices amongst relevant
organizations characterized by a successful experience in terms of University – Industry
collaboration; ii) a mobility programme industry/academia have been put in place; iii) an handbook
has been issued.
Those activities bring to:
• The publication of the handbook
• A series of lesson learned from exchange of best practices and from the mobility programme
The handbook
The handbook details the steps to be undertaken to ensure that research ideas can be successfully
turned into innovative projects. The publication includes specificities of MPCs as well as the
specificities of the concerned renewable energy technology. The objective is to provide: a) a general
overview of the process to transform an R&D project in a successful, and commercially viable,
innovation project; b) a comprehensive guide on available funding opportunities for innovation
projects for MENA project partners at international level. The handbook has been focused on:
• Technology Readiness Levels
• Project Phases
• 14 pieces of Innovation Puzzle
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• Specificities of Renewable Energy Projects
• Specificities of Mediterranean Partners Countries
• Financing opportunities for renewable energy in the MENA region
The lesson learned from exchange of best practices
ETRERA_2020 stimulated the exchange of best practices by organizing an Euro-Med competition
the so-called ETRERA_2020 Prize. The competition allowed to scout some successful case of
cooperation between Research and Enterprises in order to get some key insight that could stimulate
the crossing of the impossible bridge between academia and industry. The best ideas were showcased
during a workshop held in the framework of a large international scientific event ICCE 2014
Conference. Around 100 people between researchers and innovators took part at the workshop. The
overall aim was to help other researchers coming from different countries from in the Mediterranean
area and other parts of the world (due the international audience of ICCE 2014 Conference) to learn
how research projects can be brought to the market.
We mapped the following aspects:
• uniqueness of the project idea;
• robustness of the business model;
• financial plan;
• communication and motivation;
• business plan;
• team dynamics and commitment and preparedness of the management team;
• entrepreneurial skills;
• risk management plan.
What is listed below is an highlight of all the main lessons learned /tips were shared the workshop as
a result of the plenary discussion:
• Uniqueness of the idea
# Find a problem to solve
# Catch new trends and market opportunities
# Know the art (all features of the technology you are trying to promote - EVEN the ones you
dislike!)
# Know the market (and competition)
# Increase the value for the customer
• Robustness of the business model (merge with business plan)
# “If you cannot describe your business model in 10 easy words, you do not have business model.
# Bear in mind that an idea is not a product….a product (or a service) is not a business,…a business
is a business.
# The business will thrive only if A LOT of conditions are fulfilled.
# Locate and understand WHERE your business IS.
# Partner with others in areas where you have limited experience.
# Create and rely in partnerships to supply different parts of the product chain.
# Don’t try to do everything...
# Use the already installed capacity from your strategic partners.
# Listen to your strategic partners.
# Create a network partnerships of suppliers and distributors.
# Keep a light organizational and productive structure.
# Make a product which can go quickly to market.
# Make your product adaptable to different markets.
• Financial plan
# Breaking down financial needs.
# Reduce exposure (technical and financial) to the essential.
# Don’t believe in promises.
# Don’t do what you don’t need to do!
# Foresee room for flexibility in your financial plan
• Communication and motivation
# Don’t preach. Don’t teach!
# Reduce the meetings to the essential. Communicate always to all members. Be clear, concise and
direct.
# Make every opinion count. Take in the idea and move on. Don’t get annoyed if the group refused
your idea.
# Always praise the good work.
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# Change to a different venue when searching for creative solutions.
• Team dynamics and commitment and preparedness of the management team (merge with team
dynamics)
# Put some skin on the game! Show commitment by allocating resources (money) into the project!
# Core level. Coordination
# Design, Engineering and Management.
# Students/researchers: specific tasks.
# Access to all information within the project. Accountable to the coordinator.
# Integrating students/researchers is time consuming at the beginning.
# Positive yield on the long run. Good for team spirit. Sense of belonging.
# Complementary skills and knowledge facilitate cooperation.
• Entrepreneurial skills
# Learning is a never ending process!
# From researcher to entrepreneur... it’s a big challenge!
# Get support from Incubators & Accelerators.
# Ensure policies are output-orientated, not process-orientated, so that they enable research.
# Be clear how you are supporting researchers and easing their workload, so that they don’t see
project management as simply creating additional regulation.
# Optimism is a true asset, it will help get you through the tough times that many entrepreneurs
experience.
# Vision: Can you easily see where things can be improved? Can you quickly grasp the "big picture,"
and explain this to others? And can you create a compelling vision of the future, and then inspire
other people to engage with that vision?
# Do you enjoy being in charge and making decisions? Are you motivated to lead others?
# Risk tolerance: Are you able to take risks, and make decisions when facts are uncertain?
# Resilience: Are you resilient, so that you can pick yourself up when things don't go as planned?
o And do you learn and grow from your mistakes and failures?
o And are you able to delegate work to others? Are you a good negotiator?
# Do you deal with people with respect, integrity, fairness, and truthfulness? Can you lead ethically?
• Risk management plan.
# Foresee risk and find a solution to face it
# Avoid risk
# Mitigate risk
# Accept risk
# Transfer risk
# Get advisors support and legal aid
# Any new product (idea) takes time to come to market. Sometimes years!
# Keep working hard and accept the specific pace of the art
# There is no bad luck!
# There is no guilt!
# In an R&D project you have errors and you should learn from that.
# Embrace the outcome and move on!
The lesson learned from the mobility programme
The ETRERA_2020 Mobility programme for innovation has been shaped to integrate the project
final goal, the achievement of a successful transformation of knowledge and research results into
commercial products and services related to three fields of sustainable energy (renewable energies:
wind, solar and smart grids) and the consequential creation of positive impact on market and society.
The Mobility programme pivoted on two axes, research and industry, and partners benefited of a
series of staff exchanges organised during ETRERA_2020 operational life. In particular:
• partners from research centres had the opportunity to spend one week in a private company
(preferably SMEs and start-ups, large organization/association) in order to learn about
entrepreneurial skills;
• partners from industry had the opportunity to spend one week in a research centre in order to learn
about ideas generation and problem solving.
It provided the partners with practical insight and hand-on experience on the innovation process. The
success of the ETRERA_2020 Mobility programme can be measured taking into accounts various
factors which include the consistent feedback obtained in terms of applications received, new
contacts, both at academic and industrial level, established and all new partnerships and future ones
created among beneficiaries and hosting partners. The interest showed that this kind of activities
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should be replicated in the future with some improvement that could help to alleviate the several
problems incurred during the ETRERA_2020 mobility development.
A list of these possible improvements comprise the following points listed below:
• more possibility, especially from a financial point of view, to follow ups the initial mobility actions
with more visits and other reciprocal contacts after the visits
• a clear and unequivocal request for indicating hosting partners which may have a real connection
with each beneficiary’s activity
• a precise indication of the limits in indicating hosting organisations. This indication should be
realistic for future projects to address and, above all, obtain possible return and cooperation from
hosting organisations. It is difficult, in fact, to obtain support from big companies or multinationals
which have their own programmes devoted to these exchanges, aiming at a precise private benefit
rather than a enlarged no profit sustain as the one financed by the different EC actions (H2020,
Leonardo, etc.)
• an increased attention to prepare each mobility, allowing the different actors (hosting partner and
visitors) to interact before the visits take place in order to modulate all actions included in them to be
more in line with a profitable and effective result.
• from more than one participants and from some of the hosting organisations a possible future
follow up of the ETRERA_2020 mobility action has been asked. The opportunity of financing travels
and accommodations together with the payment of the fees/reimbursement of costs of experts/hosting
organizations involved in the visits offered the concrete possibility for establishing contacts and
synergies among all stakeholders involved achieving a successful overall result.

4. Innovation and support services
The activities dedicated to “Innovation and support services” aim at developing actions to ensure that
operators in the participating Mediterranean Partner Countries (MPCs) are supported in their
business development by removing barriers to enable viable, competitive and sustainable businesses.
The model developed within ETRERA_2020 and replicated also in the FP4BATIW project (the other
R2I project funded under the same call, was to provide business actors and researchers, with support
services for improving technology transfer and for spreading innovation into market by mainly
tutoring, coaching auditing services. This activity triggered the set-up of 2 start-ups in Tunisia and
the business awareness in Morocco, while in Palestine this model of activities supported the energy
needs of the companies also by providing them some executive plans. The activities developed in in
this framework have been designed under macro tracks:
• Technical Assistance
• Research Result Valorisation Services
• Private equity mechanism promotion
The success of the ETRERA_2020 Technical Assistance, as in the case of the Research Result
Valorisation Services, can be measured taking into consideration various factors which include the
consistent feedback obtained in terms of applications received, new contacts, both at academic and
industrial level, established and all new partnerships and future ones created among beneficiaries,
experts providing support and potential financing partners.
As expected the Technical Assistance outcomes and the feedback for beneficiaries together with the
direct comments of the partners involved in the transfer of knowledge action brought the
coordination team to formulate and articulate a variety of topics and subjects to be addressed in order
to ameliorate this already effective action.

The lesson learned from the Technical Assistance & Research Result Valorisation Services
• There is an hidden need of this kind of business and technical support expressed by the local
organizations that needs to be coached
• Companies needs time to trust in the programme and to know it, a day by day work done by the
local partner is necessary
• Very important is the “language factor”. Many of the beneficiaries to the Technical Assistance
asked specifically for a training in their home language (in most case Arabic or French). This aspect
has to be taken onto consideration when selecting the experts for providing the support as it can limit
the eligibility of them.
• More possibility, especially from a financial point of view, to follow ups the initial Technical
Assistance action with more similar actions like the organisation of events/seminar/coaching related
to energy conservation in order to raise awareness for worker in the sector
• As thanks to this TA action most participants insistently asked for giving them the opportunity of
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taking part into future action in order to allow them having additional time for going more into the
details and improve the knowledge acquired during the formation for accomplishing the work
requested
• Technical Assistance & Research Result Valorisation Services need time to be provided to the
companies a large duration time should be foreseen in the future.
• An increased attention to prepare each Technical support action, allowing the different actors
(experts and beneficiaries) to interact before and during the support in order to modulate all actions
included in them to be more in line with a profitable and effective result
• Could be key the possibility of financing with a little of cash those kind of technical support actions
together with the opportunity to modulate the transfer of knowledge case by case adapting it at
closest to the exigence of beneficiaries.
The lesson learned related to private equity mechanism promotion
ETRERA_2020 has demonstrated that there is interest in the MPC countries for innovation and for
the development of innovative start-ups. It has demonstrated that there is room for entrepreneurship
and self-entrepreneurship and that there is the interest of the entrepreneurs in innovation.
However, the R2I projects (ETRERA_2020 and FP4BATIW) have demonstrated the need of more
intensive business coaching and technical assistance. The importance to support financially the
entrepreneurs and to provide them a network of relationships with investors or partners and clients.
These needs could be fulfilled by some targeted acceleration programmes designed for the MPC
peculiarity. Could be extremely important for those countries the launch of a round of calls for
proposal targeted to transnational accelerators, who, in turn, can play a strategic role for making
research results becoming new products and services in an efficient and effective way, accelerating
the enterprises innovation. This modus operandi could allow to reach the optimal financial and
bureaucratic dimension between art. 185 and ERA-NET, following the example of DG Connect with
the 16 FIWARE accelerator programme. Where each accelerator is in charge to provide to the
companies: finance, technical assistance and managerial/business competence, training, network.

5. The communication and clustering
The activities dedicated to communication and clustering have been carry out aiming at increasing
the visibility of ETRERA_2020 project, partners, and activities as well as disseminating and
exploiting the project results in order to make it a successful and sustainable project. Further, the
ambition has been to make project’s results available to other RES partnerships, potential future
industrial partners, the scientific community, regional, national, European and MPC decision-makers
and the interested public, and to facilitate networking and co-operations between industry and
science. In order to achieve this goal to several activities were performed. The most two important
were:
i. the organization of the International Green Energy Conference – INGEC
ii. the cooperation with the other R2Is projects

The International Green Energy Conference – INGEC
the International Conference (International Green Energy Conference & was organized in Tunisia
from the 9 to 12 May 2016. It was developed in cooperation with the Euro-Mediterranean Hydrogen
Technologies Conference a brand developed in 2012 within the former ETRERA project by some of
the ETRERA_2020 partners. InGeC sow the participation of more than 120 paying participants, from
15 countries, took part at the bouquet of activities organized: plenary sections, parallel sections,
brokerage event, high level roundtable gathering Former Ministers, CEOs, and Senior
Representatives coming from the Public and Industrial sector and networking moments.
The clustering
The main lessons learned in the framework of the clustering activities developed by the project,
could seem trivial in its simplicity, but it is a key. It can be simplified in “cooperation”. Even if
cooperation among projects could seem a “must”, we have to highlight that this is not common.
The development of clustering activities among projects, the signature and set up of cooperation
agreements go behind the simple communication and dissemination. This kind of clustering allows to
create synergies, to reach a wider and deeper impact and to create solid networks.
The R2I projects such as all the other projects running in a specific domain or geographical area
represent a privileged observatory of analysis of dynamics, problems and needs. They are the
antennas that every day collect the instances of hundred organizations working on a specific field or
territory. Today thanks to the clustering activities, we can say that a R2Is community have been
created. It is a missing opportunity for the projects and for the Commission itself not to stimulate and
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organize some common moments and meeting occasion in order to discuss and collect feedbacks and
inputs from the ground.
The clustering activity brought to two main political papers the so called 10 point of Messina and the
Tunis agenda. Below are reported those to documents:
The 10 points of Messina
Below the 10 key policy points as defined during the meeting:
i. What are the missing parts and actors in the MPC area for future sustainable activities, e.g.
innovation agencies in some MPC countries (there exist in Morocco but not in other countries).
There is the need to support the set up of innovation actors/ innovation agency able to promote
actions in the MPC. There is also the need of operational activities and the need for funding. Why not
to stimulate calls, pilot actions, avoiding Ministries with big structures unable to manage projects
with real outputs and provide them to real acting actors in the regions e.g. industry ministries rather
than education ministries. The agency could also work on that issue. Or an alternative could be the
model developed by DG CONNECT of the FIWARE 16 accelerators. In this case the DG financed
and delegates to 16 accelerators the responsibility to publish calls and follow/coach the granted
companies.
ii. Smart specialization strategy/culture lack in MPC region on specific activities. There is the need to
concentrate the resources around few key priorities strategy following the EU smart specialization
model.
iii. Medium size research infrastructure and network of testing platforms open to innovation actors,
to test and benchmark products and technologies. Key issue, promote and disseminate such tools and
strategies through local clusters. Cross-fertilization. In other words, to stimulate such strategy in the
different MPC, considering the needs in terms of R&I infrastructure (medioum size). However first
needed the definition of countries’ specialization and the list of specialized and localized such
infrastructure, avoiding duplications. Such strategies should be open to the other countries and actors
of the region to favor them to take profit of such infrastructures and related developed knowledge
(similar to RIS in Europe). The joint action plan defined by ETRERA_2020 doesn’t consider the RIS
strategy, however it could be useful for the energy sector in order to define one section of the smart
specialization strategy by promoting the local know-how.
iv. Related to this there is the need of soft skills, the capacity to use the research infrastructure and
the capacity to exploit, upgrade, maintain and commercialize/valorize such facilities. Such soft skills
should be addressed in two ways, trans-national and intersectorial mobility (as well as the access
mobility such as that of the EU big infrastructures) and the sustainability actions (business capacity
to work with the research, innovators and private sector). However, consider also as a possibility the
role of such infrastructures to determine places where to test developed technologies or facilitate
EU-MPC companies to test their products or technologies or facilitate the introduction into new
markets.
v. Innovation call/innovation procedure, where innovators can promote the cooperation between the
actors of the innovation value chain. ETRERA_2020 considered the need to create or strengthen the
risk capital culture, considering the different actors existing in the different regions. Usually, such
investment, at the end, it is stimulated by performed or existing concrete market analysis on the
sector.
vi. Stimulate the business creation, new start ups and new ventures. Need of involvement of Business
Schools. Concerning business creation, it is important to include the Business Schools and employ
e.g. the formula existing at Catalonia (ESADE) where there is programme that tries to match good
already evaluated technologies through programs or prizes with good Business School Teams
searching for their Master, trying to facilitate that such technologies reach the market with a good
financial team and a good researcher team.
vii. Company missions to stimulate the transfer and to promote to the companies’ technologies ready
to be used or scaled up. MARE introduced their experience in a similar way due to the activities they
already carry out as a link (try to avoid an academic market analysis, it should be really market niche
oriented). Again is introduced the lack of dissemination or awareness of existing facilitators and tools
to be provided to the entrepreneurs and all the innovation actors in the different value chains.
viii. Development of a public procurement platform where to create some network of enterprise to be
able to access international tenders. Again it is introduced the problems of South-South cooperation
if compared with the North South cooperation individually. In this way a platform able to solve or
reduce such a problem would be welcome, independently of the political situation, trying to gather
the corresponding institutional support from Egypt, Tunisia, Jordan. Maghrenov introduced the
concept of the procurement platform, together with market studies, what kind of business skills are
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need for a procurement study, however there is a lack of leverage of the final actors that can act to
succeed and get part of the market concerning the different technologies considered in certain
sectors. At the end is to facilitate the process on how to access the procurement market for the MPC
companies, as the actual governments are not confident on the local companies and finally trust on
EU actors. MENFRI questions about how to mobilize/attract the EU actors to participate and invest
in MPC, considering the perceived risk by such actors in the region. However, as MENFRI
considers, there are real doubts concerning the sustainability of generating this kind of idea. Other
suggestions provided by MENFRI include the needs of the sector, e.g. despite they have the raw
materials, they need of transforming industries (from forestry point of view) to compete with other
actors in the market. Could be useful to introduce in the area the concept/legal form of the network of
enterprises. This model has been developed in Italy the national enterprises association and it is
allowing to the SME to group together and increase their critical mass.
ix. Integration of technologies (water, energy, food) with not used land. Integration of NEXUS
technologies and stimulation of non-used land (unknown property or different owners or scavengers
present at the time of use) to reuse the territory, know how, competence not used so far for future
networking missions and to validate the R2I propositions in this sense considering the different
actors to be involved. Use of a policy for the use or non-use of the land. To support users of
abandoned or ruin land. To be further defined by MENFRI. Stimulate the use of not used land for
biomass production for domestic use.
x. The diaspora issue and the involvement of key staff on the procedures and networks to be
developed due to their knowledge and gained experience, specially on the creation of spin-offs and
start ups in Europe.
The Tunis agenda was launched during the ETRERA_2020 final conference, the policy round table
charted some the actions lines for the set-up of the EMIS based on 5 pillars:
i. Acceleration programme: Euro-Med innovation projects around specific innovation ‘drivers’ -
impact oriented (Solar Energy, W/F/E Nexus, Grid integration and interconnection, ‘made in
Euro-Med’, etc.) tailored on the needs and constrain of the Euro-Med and Africa environment
ii. Training: Set – up an educational Euro-Med community oriented toward the promotion of energy
transition ‘game changers’ and entrepreneurs
iii. Meta cluster: Innovation dedicated services, esp. for SME’s, start-ups and joint ventures, …
through deploying the Meta-Cluster concept
iv. PPa: Set up of a dedicated PPa as an operational umbrella, based on co-financing, impact oriented
v. Political & Financial support: support to pioneers & legislation reformation

Another important concept discussed among the clustering was the meta-cluster concept below
described:
The meta-cluster idea is based on the concept of the innovation funnel. For the future the goal could
be to include in the meta-cluster associations or organizations, big umbrella actors, working at both
shores of the Mediterranean. ETRERA_2020 showed the characteristics of the existing clusters
developed by the different R2i projects.

Potential impact and main dissemination activities and exploitation results

The ETRERA_2020_impact

The problem/issue addressed

The continuous world population growth and the impact of human activities on the environment,
create a number of global issues to be solved in short time. The increasing world energy demand, in
front of limited traditional energy sources availability, and the necessity to limit the carbon dioxide
(CO2) emission are considered two of main issue to which a quick response is needed. European
Union (EU) posed these aspects as priority social issues in the new framework program HORIZON
2020. These problems concern the emerging, and industrial countries. The research on energy
technologies plays a fundamental role in supporting this energetic policies and it is asked to transfer
to local industries the related technological know-how.

This last step is fundamental if we look at a real technological development and to an economic
growth. The Empowering Trans-Mediterranean Renewable Energy Research Alliance for Europe
2020 - Etrera_2020 - worked in this direction. ETRERA_2020 aimed at tackling the future energy
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needs by creating a Euro-Mediterranean research alliance for the development of a RDI network on
Renewable Energy Sources – RES technologies and for improving Research-Industry cooperation.
ETRERA_2020 targets the following technologies:
# wind
# photovoltaic
# solar thermal
# hydrogen and fuel cells
# smart grid

European research centres and enterprise are asked to support and cooperate with MPC in capacity
building in the strategic field of renewable energy production, distribution and storage by a range of
activities targeted to bridging the existing gap between research and innovation, to gain mutual
advantages: training researchers and entrepreneurs, creating new infrastructures, and developing
joint research and entrepreneurial activities to reinforce MCP research and industrial capabilities in
RES technologies.

Some specific highlights & key results

First, ETRERA_2020 have developed a catalogue of competences. The objective was to identify,
collect, systematize and map the knowledge developed in each research centres, partners of the
consortium. This allows the consortium to get a snapshot of facilities, know-how, and knowledge to
be exploited among the partners and beyond.
In the meantime we have generated the inventory of organisations belonging to the RES value chain
dealing with different aspects of renewable energy: policy body, regulation institutions,
implementations companies and industries.

However, the main goal of Etrera_2020 has been the setting up of a meta-cluster “NET-RERA2020”
a trans-regional network of clusters from different regions focused on complementary technological
field of renewable energy. The aim of NET-RERA2020 is to improve S&T and the entrepreneurial
relationship between European Member States and neighbouring Mediterranean countries in the field
of renewable energy production, distribution and storage, developing the culture of energy efficiency
and sustainability. The NET-RERA2020 programme is to:
• join forces in order to unlock the innovative potential of the group and to create innovation and
business opportunities in Mediterranean countries.
• identify R&D and innovation activities which can be developed competitively in the regions
concerned
• implement the policies necessary to pursue the Renewable Energy meta-cluster’s vision and
mission.

Another key step was the setting up of R2I alliance arose from the clustering activities among R2I
projects working in the challenging fields of energy, food, forestry, water and health. The R2I
projects alliance acted as a privileged observatory of analysis of dynamics, problems and needs of the
EU-Med area. There were considered as the antennas for the everyday collection of Euro-med
organizations instances. In this respect a Memorandum of Understanding among ETRERA_2020,
MARE and MAGHRENOV projects was signed in order to commit the three projects for mutual
cooperation. Moreover, others memorandum of understandings were signed between ETRERA_2020
and REELCOOP and ETRERA_2020 and EUROSUNMED, two SICA actions dealing with RES,
and a MoU with the Cluster Development Med - CLUSDEV MED project. This cooperation brought
to the Innovation Week organised in Morocco during the first week of March 2015 and to The
Messina’ Meeting, held in Messina on September 21 2015, that consolidated this alliance. Two are
the main outcomes of this meeting:
# the so called “10 Points of Messina”, ten policy priorities issued, validated in several international
events (European parliament, Maghrenov conference and InGec conference) and to be promoted to
the EC.
# the pivotal role that meta-cluster concept has to play in the coming years as a tool for the MPC area
development

The creation of new joint activities and collaborations between MPC partner and EU organizations as
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well as the enhancement of entrepreneurial capability and skill of MPC human resources were
secured by the ETRERA_2020 Mobility Programme. As a matter of fact, ten among MPC
researchers and business “partners” got in touch with the best European innovation stakeholders. The
aim was to increase the partners’ know-how and in generating new ideas and achieving new problem
solving instruments. Additionally, these practical and hands-on experiences represented a launching
tool for the creation of new connections and a scientific/industrial network with research and industry
partners all over the European continent and of their international visibility.
Furthermore, fifteen companies have been supported through ETRERA_2020 technical assistance
and business support. These technical assistance services and business support allowed MPC
economic entrepreneurs to exploit their know-how and to be supported in their market needs. The
aim was. in fact, to stimulate the business development process with concrete actions able to create
relationship/links between companies and research centres. Those services provided entrepreneurs
(or potential ones) in the solar, wind, grid integration sectors with:
• Technical Assistance on market intelligence and business models development
• Research Result Valorization Services for the most promising research results to be potentially
exploited into the market of energy field of solar, wind and grid integration technologies
More in particular, the Technical Assistance on market intelligence was targeted on:
• an assistance focusing on market intelligence and aiming at improving capabilities for strategic and
technical decision making;
• an assistance focusing on the creation and the testing of a suitable business model. It intended to
enable participants in formulating new strategies. In this respect, ETRERA_2020 consortium
provided the necessary tools for creating, delivering and capturing value and it similarly allowed
entrepreneurs (and potential ones) to manage innovation strategies as well as their business
structures.

Some relevant outcomes

Etrera_2020 have contributed to move forward a closer collaboration between research and
entrepreneurial ecosystems in the MPC area and between MPC region and EU. Different actions, in
fact, led to: a) a better understanding of the main hurdles and constraints that hamper a stronger
cooperation; b) formulate policy recommendations (the 10 Points of Messina) define a Joint Action
Plan for the MPC area.
The analysis of existing and potential bottlenecks for technology transfer in MPC allows to explore
and delve more deeply the main bottlenecks in the transfer of knowledge from research to business.
The work has been carried out in three main steps:
# desk analysis: research of documents, paper, statistical data, presentation to seminars, etc.…about
the economic, political and innovation technology situation in Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia.
# intermediate analysis/massive survey: drew up a on line questionnaire on research entities and
industry cooperation. The survey distributed thorough online system (surveymonkey). This survey
was quite a success with more than 200 respondents.
# field analysis: wrote up a set of open questions for a field research. The interviews face to face was
necessary to identify success and failure cases, about transfer technology in Morocco, Palestine and
in Tunisia. The local partners in MPC carried out the survey on the field. In order to get a standardize
approach a guide for the interviewer was developed.
At the end of these steps, we drew up a final document with the theoretical and empirical analysis,
highlighting the results of field and survey research. The abstract with the methodological approach
of this work and key findings were submitted and accepted by the University Industry Interaction
Conference 2015 that was held in Berlin (www.university-industry.com). The work named
'Economy, policy and innovation analysis of Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia” has been registered
with the following ISBN number 978-9973-9950-3-2 '.

The Joint Action Plan (JAP) capitalized the analyses performed for developing and for putting into
actions a common R&D and innovation strategy and the related financial plan for the years to come.
The methodology of ETRERA_2020 JAP followed an interactive procedure which was based on the
contribution of the consortium, using further resources such as group of specialists and innovative
methods of analysis. The identification of the relevant priority areas of interest were defined to
develop joint activities towards 2020 and beyond focused on five sustainable energy priority themes.
Once the strategies of the ETRERA_2020 countries were fully mapped, working groups of experts
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within each of the participating regions drafted the individual action plans for the prioritized
sustainable energy themes. The primary focus of the plans is to support research and technological
development for each of the priorities to contribute towards the wider goal of sustainable energy
production and regional energy self-sufficiency. Five plus three priority energy themes have been
selected. The proposed RTD activities per energy theme have been determined on the basis of high
penetration potential and promising influence in the Mediterranean countries. The implementation of
SWOT and Critical Success Factor detailed analyses allowed also the consortium to finally specify
recommendations for the ETRERA_ 2020 “Strategic Plan” for the next seven years of the
Meta-Cluster, fulfilling the European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan).

Next steps

Two spin-offs have been triggered thanks to the RTD activities developed within the ETRERA
project. The added value of the R&I and ETRERA_2020 track-record was the capacity to work
together, to pool and to connect different actors and experiences with the aim to trigger economic
growth and innovation in the MPC. The R2I scheme led to the creation of an innovation-friendly
ecosystem for the MPC acting as innovation accelerator. As a matter of fact, the results of these
experiences has led to the creation of Nexus meta-cluster pooling key organizations among R2I
projects, including some ETRERA_2020 partners, focusing the attention on food, water and energy
challenges. Eventually, it led also to a new project 5TOI_EWAS – The Quintuple Helix Approach to
Targeted Open Innovation in Energy, Water, Agriculture in the South Mediterranean Neighborhood
funded under Horizon 2020, involving 9 EU countries and 14 MPC countries, and a carefully
selected balance of skills, expertise and experience in the water, energy and agriculture sectors. The
5TOI_4EWAS deals with energy, water and agriculture through the Nexus approach and aims to
deliver an effective and inclusive decision-making process under the Quintuple Helix Model to
secure a free circulation of new knowledge.

The impact at scientific, political and civil society level

The scientific level
Under the scientific level, thanks to the project it was possible to organize the InGec conference
2016. InGec sow the participation of more than 120 registered participants, the opening section was
published on the Tunisian media and engaged the Ministry of Research of Tunisia and the
coordinator political representative (the Italian Embassy).
ETRERA_2020 was also hosted within the Clean Energy Conference (ICCE 2014), in Istanbul in
June 2014. The strategy was to secure a high and qualify attendance and to propose to the researcher
that took part to the ICCE the ETRERA_2020 model for research and innovation.

ETRERA_2020 outcomes and insight have been also published within the following papers
The ETRERA_2020 project has accounted several publications and one patent, hereinafter presented:
• How TOI and the Quadruple and Quintuple Helix Innovation System Can Support the Development
of a New Model of International Cooperation. Authors: Andreana Casaramona, Antonia Sapia and
Alberto Soraci. Journal of the Knowledge Economy Vol. 6/Issue 3
• Economy, policy and innovation analysis of Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia. Authors: Alberto
SORACI at All. Article. 07/10/2016
• From Research To Innovation: The Empowering Trans-Mediterranean Renewable Energy
Innovation Alliance For Europe 2020 Challenges – Etrera 2020. Authors: Alberto Soraci at All.
Practitioners Proceedings of the 2014 University-Industry Interaction Conference: Challenges and
Solutions for Fostering Entrepreneurial al Universities and Collaborative e Innovation. Barcelona.
26/10/2014
• Research Centers and Industries Cooperation in Morocco, Palestine and in Tunisia. Authors:
Antonia Sapia at all. Practitioners Proceedings 2015 University-Industry Interaction Conference:
Challenges and Solutions for Fostering Entrepreneurial Universities and Collaborative Innovation.
24/06/2015

One Patent: Cylindrical-Parabolic Solar Water Heater type 'Collector storer' with transparent
insulation of honeycomb and night insulation (CESCP NDIN). Applicants: 1. Eng. Anis
MESSAOUDA [Engineer at CRTEn, technically assisted and coached by ETRERA_2020 Project] |
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2. Prof. Chakib KERKENI [Researcher at CRTEn] | Patent Attorney: Eng. Zied KBAIER [CRTEn].
Foreseen embargo date: 24/09/2034. Application reference: TNP2014402
The scientific community was also engaged by the participation of the several members of the
consortium in relevant scientific events where to project activities and outcome have been
showcased.

b) The Political Level
Under the political point of view the project was able to mobilize an important mass of stakeholders
going from the Ministries of research of Tunisia and the several offices of the ministry to the Italian
Embassy in Tunisia and Casablanca & Rabat, the Spanish consulate in Casablanca, etc.
The contacts with the abovementioned institutions were extremely important both under the visibility
point of view (ETRERA_2020 was promoted on ANSAMED thanks to the tam -tam triggered by the
Italian Embassy) and under the relationship development point of view. In fact, the good relationship
established with the Italian Consulate in Casablanca supported the speed up of the visa release of one
of the Moroccan researchers that had his mobility in Italy at the end of the project.
Moreover, the project together with the other R2I projects was able to conceive some political
suggestions for the release of new calls and for the improvement of new strategies of international
cooperation.
c) The Civil Society Level
ETRERA_2020 had an impact on the civil society by reaching it via the web, the newspapers, emails
and others media the public at glance.
The project was disseminated in more than 100 different occasions with a direct audience reached by
the several activities that we could estimate in about 375.000 people.
Moreover we have to highlight that the website has been designed in a way to reach and attract the
civil society and the public at glance. It can be considered as an online magazine (even if for
technical reason the format/shape is not of a magazine), in which all the news related to other project
or the news related to renewable energy in the MPC are published.
The ETRERA_2020 website was put on line since the end of 2013. We have started to collect
data/statistics on the visitors since 25 February 2014. During those 30 months, it was reached by
about 300.000 visitors from all over the world.
The website was also designed as the entry point for some important “parallel” websites/ICT
platform connected with ETRERA_2020, more in details:
# the ETRERA_2020 competence platform/networking database
# the InGec & EmHyTec conference website
# the former ETRERA website
# the Horizon 2020 website
Moreover, the website is hosting the hyperlink to more than 20 different websites and a library with
books and publications of interest for the scientific community and for the general audience. This
made the website an interesting tool for the visitors.
Together with the etrera2020.eu website, we developed the InGec website, a website exclusively
developed for the ETRERA_2020’s scientific conference organized in the framework of the project.
The InGec website was put online on the October 2015. Until the end of August it reached nearly
4,800 visitors.

The impact for the project’ partners

The project allowed to reach an interesting impact for all the project partners, we mapped this impact
thought a questionnaire addressed to the 12 organizations belonging to the partnership.

Regarding the scientific collaboration with project partners already and developed at the end of the 3
years those have been developed in the form of:

1. Scientific collaboration with project partners already developed: Replies
- visit exchanges 6
- joint scientific publications 7
- to develop prototype 2

Just to named one, some bilateral agreement regarding PhD student have been signed between ENIT
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Tunis CTREn and Nantes University.

Regarding the scientific collaboration planned with project partners for the future those could be
developed in the form of:

2. Scientific collaboration with project partners in planning for: Replies
- visit exchanges 10
- joint scientific publications 6
- to develop prototype 2

Another strong form of collaboration is related to the common participation to future projects. In this
case, all the 12 partner are interested in collaborate with the other project partners without exclusion.
This mean that in 36 months a good level of trust has been established between the partners.

Regarding the networking capacity: the project reached its objective:

5. Did ETRERA_2020 allow you to increase your network? Replies
in relation to
- enhance visibility of the institution at national and international levels 12
- learn and exchange best practices with project’s partners as well as other R2I projects 11
- understand the relation between Innovation and Research. 6

As showed by the table above, in terms of network development, the project fully succeed to reach
one of its focal objective, “the increase of the network of the participant’s organization”. Some
strategic MoU have been signed in the framework of the research results valorisation activities and in
the framework of the technical assistance.
Among the several the CRTEn, developed/enforced relationship with the several companies:
PROSCH Company (Tunisia) in the field of Energetic valorisation as well as chemical processes
development, Assad Company and LIEU Network in Brussels.

The project adds also a considerable impact in terms of increasing the partner’s innovation capacity,
knowledge of venture capitalist and business angels sector, knowledge on companies/innovators
needs.

Address of project public website and relevant contact details

www.etrera2020.eu

Project coordinator Alberto Soraci
tel. +39090716030
mobile+393470611030
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4.2 Use and dissemination of foreground

Section A (public)

Publications

LIST OF SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS, STARTING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES

No. Title / DOI Main author Title of the periodical or the series Number,
date or

frequency

Publisher Place of publication Date of
publication

Relevant pages Is open
access

provided to
this

publication
?

Type

1 How TOI and the Quadruple and Quintuple
Helix Innovation System Can Support the

Development of a New Model of Internatio
nal Cooperation

10.1007/s1313 2-015-0253-8

Andreana C
asaramona ,

Antonia Sapia
, Alberto Sora

ci

Journal of the Knowledge Economy Vol. 6/Iss
ue 3

Springer Verlag Germany 01/09/2015 505-521 No Peer revie
wed

Economy, policy and innovation analysis
of Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia

Alberto SO
RACI, Anto
nia SAPIA,
Nancy DE

LEO, Giova
nni DI FIO

RE, Andreana
CASARAM

ONA (Innova
BIC), Imad Ib
rik (ANNU),
Zied KBA

IER, Zakarya
AHMED,

Radhouane
CHTOUROU,
Brahim BES
SAÏS (CRTE

n), Hassan
HAMDI, Am

in BE

none 07/10/2016 all Yes Article
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NNOUNA
(UCAM)

From Research To Innovation: TheEmp
owering Trans-MediterraneanRenewable
Energy Inoovation Alliance ForEurope 2

020 Challenges – Etrera 2020

A. Soraci, N.
De Leo, P.

Mazzucchelli,
G. Squadrito,
Emmanuel Sta
matakis, I.Ibri
k, R. Sanders,
A. Zakarya,
M Machmo
um, H. Gor
gun, B Dag,
H.Hamdi,D.
Martinez Cal

leja

Practitioners Proceedings of the 2014 Un
iversity-Industry Interaction Conference:
Challenges and Solutions for Fostering

Entrepreneuri al Universities and Collab
orativ e Innovation

2014 University-I ndu
stry Interaction Con

ference

Barcelona 26/10/2014 20-31 No Conference

Research Centers and IndustriesCooperati
on in Morocco, Palestine and inTunisia

Antonia Sa
pia, Alberto
Soraci, Andr
eana Casar
amona, Gio

vanni Di Fiore

Practitioners Proceedings 2015 Universit
y-In dustry Interaction Conference: Chall
enges and Solutions for Fostering Entrep
reneur ial Universities and Collaborative

Innovation

University industru
innovation network

24/06/2015 76-80 Conference

Multiphysics Modeling and Driving Strate
gy Optimization of an Urban-Concept Vehi

cle

10.1109/VPPC. 2015.7352981

J.-C. Olivier ,
G. Wassel
ynck , S.

Chevalier , C.
Josset , B.

Auvity , Gaet
ano Squadrito
, D. Trichet ,
N. Bernard ,

S. Hmam

2015 IEEE Vehicle Power and Propulsion
Conference (VPPC)

IEEE 19/10/2015 1-6 Yes Conference

ETRERA2020 E-Handbook Vinicius V
ALENTE (EU

REC)Paola
MAZZU

CCHELLI (E
UREC)Alber
to SORACI
(Innova B.

I.C.)

ETRERA2020 E-Handbook - EUREC Brussels 31/08/2016 Yes Monogram

Report on “Best practices” workshop ALESS
ANDRO

PROVAGGI,

Report on “Best practices” workshop - EUREC Brussels 28/11/2014 Yes Monogram
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PAOLA MAZ
ZUCCH

ELLI(EUREC
),ALBER TO
SORACI, NA

NCY DE
LEO (INN

OVA B.I.C.),
GAETANO
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(CNR-ITAE)
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LIST OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

No. Type of activities Main Leader Title Date Place Type of audience Size of audience Countries addressed

1 Organisation of
Workshops

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020 Inf
oday

09/09/2013 University of M
essina (Messina

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Medias

60 Italy

2 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Le Energie rinn
ovabili nel bacino d
el Mediterraneo - "R
enewable energies in
the Mediterranean B

asin

10/09/2013 Local Newspaper
(Messina)

Civil society - Medi
as

48000 Italy

3 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020 10/09/2013 Messina Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Pol

icy makers - Me
dias

500 Italy

4 Interviews INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

"Al via il progetto
Etrera 2020" "The
Etrera 2020 project

is starting"

09/09/2013 Messina Civil society - Medi
as

500 Italy

5 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

An Overview of the
ETRERA_2020 Proj

ect

17/09/2013 Ghardaïa, Algeria Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

21 Mauritania, Mor
occo, Algeria,

Tunisia, Germany

6 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

The Technology
Transfer Office
(TTO) of the C

RTEn

02/10/2013 Trieste, Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

50 26 Countries

7 Oral presentation to
a wider public

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Empowering Tran
s-Mediterranean

Renewable Energy
Research Alliance

for Europe 2020 cha
llenges - Innova BIC
’s experiences in the

international inno
vation partnership -
A view from Innova

07/11/2013 8th International Le
arning Network
(ILN) Workshop

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Pol

icy makers

60 Europe, Egypt,
Paletinian Territory
, Japan, Azerbaijan,
Mexico, Ukraine,

Jordan
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BIC

8 Exhibitions INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

HORIZON 2020 EU
ROMED MEETING

09/02/2014 Cairo Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers

520 European and Me
diterranean partner

countries

9 Organisation of
Workshops

TURKIYE BI
LIMSEL VE

TEKNOLOJIK
ARASTIRMA

KURUMU

ETRERA_2020 Inf
oday

06/03/2014 TUBIUTAK U
ZAY ODTU K

ampus Ankara/Tu
rkey

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

12 Turkey

10 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

First ETRERA_20
20 newsletter

07/03/2014 web email Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

10690 All Europe, MPC,
USA, Japan, C

anada

11 Organisation of
Workshops

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Local Info Day of
ETRERA_2020

Project

14/04/2014 CRTEn, Science &
Technology Park of
Borj-Cedria, Tunisi

a

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

30 Tunisia

12 Posters INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

From Research to
innovation: the E
mpowering Trans

-mediterranean
renewable Energy

Innovation Alliance
for Europe 2020 ch
allenges – ETRE

RA_2020

24/04/2014 Barcelona/Spain Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Pol

icy makers

350 54 countrie - all eu
rope

13 Flyers INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

VERSO LA S
TRATEGIA R
EGIONALE D
ELL’INNOVA

ZIONE 2014-2020

08/05/2014 Palermo - Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

300 Italy

14 Organisation of
Workshops

CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

Le nuove opport
unità del programma
comunitario Horizon
2020 per le PMI - Si
nergie con i progetti:
ETRERA_2020 &

EPC

21/05/2014 Messina - Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

60 Italy
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15 Press releases CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

Announcement of
ETRERA_2020 In

foday of 21/05/2014
in Messina

21/05/2014 Messina (local
news paper) - Italy

Industry - Civil soc
iety - Policy makers

- Medias

48000 Italy

16 Press releases CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

Results of ETRE
RA_2020 Infoday of

21/05/2014 in Me
ssina

22/05/2014 Messina - Italy Medias 40000 Italy

17 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

ETRERA Project:
an Europe–Tunisia c
ooperation in S&T tr

ansfer

04/04/2014 Greenwich, London
(UK)

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

50 Europe

18 Oral presentation to
a wider public

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

R2I cluster targeting
both the East and
South Neighbour
hood - Keynote
speech in the f

ramework of the
Research andIn

novation European
Neighbourhood and
Black Sea Region

Conference

29/05/2014 Thessaloniki- G
reece http://rines.gr/

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

3762 Europe, ENP cou
ntries

19 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020 11/06/2014 Istanbul- Turkey. In
ternational Con
ference on clean
Energy ICCE 2

0214

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

400 World

20 Oral presentation to
a wider public

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

REDINN Side Event
in the framework of
Green Week 2014

04/06/2014 Brussels - Belgium Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

51 Tunisia, Europe,
Argentina, Palesti

na,

21 Flyers INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

EUROSUNMED
International School

and Workshop on
Photovoltaics, Co
ncentrated Solar

Power, Storage and
Grid Integration

07/04/2014 Rabat -Morocco Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

200 Mena region

22 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Overview of the
ETRERA_2020 Pr
oject within the fra

me of the kick-off m

03/06/2014 Valderice, Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Pol

icy makers - Me

40 Italy, Tunisia
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eeting of DE.DU
.ENER.T Project
(ENPI-CBC Inst

rument)

dias

23 Web sites/Appli
cations

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Presentation of
ETRERA_2020 Pr

oject in the 2nd New
sletter of the CITEF
Organization (Confé
rence Internationale
des Formations d’in
génieurs et de Techn
iciens d’Expression

Française) - ww
w.citef.org/images/B
ulletin/bulletinCITE
F-Juin2014-n2.pdf

06/07/2014 France Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Pol

icy makers

1000 Institutes from Euro
pe, Africa and

North America that
are members of the

CITEF

24 Flyers INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020 AT
THE I-WIN

WORKSHOP

08/07/2014 Messina - Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

30 Italy

25 Flyers CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Second Public W
orkshop of DE.D
U.ENER.T. [‘Le

Développement D
urable dans la produ
ction Energétique da
ns le Territoire’] P
roject (ENPI-CBC

Instrument)

26/09/2014 Science & Techn
ology Park of B

orj-Cedria, Tunisia

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Civ

il society - Policy
makers

50 Italy, Tunisia

26 Flyers CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

MED-Dialogue (F
P7 Project) first Ne

tworking Event

12/10/2014 Amman, Jordan Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers - Medias

120 Morocco, Algeria,
Tunisia, Egypt, P
alestine, Lebanon,

Cyprus, Italy, F
rance, Spain, G

ermany, ...

27 Organisation of
Workshops

KENTRO ANA
NEOSIMON P
IGON KE EX
IKONOMISIS

ENERGEIAS (CEN
TRE FOR RE

NEWABLE EN

ETRERA_2020 Gre
ek Infoday

23/05/2014 Piraeus, Greece Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers

38 Greece
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ERGY SOURCES
AND SAVING)

28 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020 new
sletter second issue

30/07/2014 web email Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

1908 All Europe, MPC,
USA, Japan, C

anada

29 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020 new
sletter third issue

02/09/2014 web email Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

1727 All Europe, MPC,
USA, Japan, C

anada

30 Flyers CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

SUAFRI-EPC (FP7
- R2I Project) Tech

nology Transfer
workshop training

29/09/2014 Aarhus, Denmark Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

33 Italy, Portugal, Arm
enia, Luxembourg,
Germany, Russia,

Denmark, ...

31 Organisation of
Workshops

Asociacion Madrid
Network

ETRERA_2020 Info
day

08/05/2014 GENERA, Energy
and Environment

International Trade
Fair. Madrid. Spain

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

60 Spain

32 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Publication of a new
related to the Conf

erence organized by
Madrid Network and

the University of
California (UC Dav
is). The Project ETR
ERA2020 was pre

sented during the Co
nference and me

ntionned in the new
publicated in the we

bsite.

11/12/2013 OFFICIAL C
OLLEGE OF

ARCHITECTS OF
MADRID. Madrid,

Spain

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

732 Spain and USA

33 Oral presentation to
a wider public

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Presentation of
ETRERA_2020 Pr
oject within the fra
me of a Workshop
of cooperation bet

ween Tunisia-EU in
the energy conse

rvation

28/11/2014 Tunis, Tunisia Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

20 Tunisia, Italy

34 Flyers CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET

EnerSol-World S
ustainable Energy

28/11/2014 Tunis, Tunisia Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

1000 Tunisia, other count
ries
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DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Forum (EnerSol-WS
EF'2014)

ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

35 Flyers KENTRO ANA
NEOSIMON P
IGON KE EX
IKONOMISIS

ENERGEIAS (CEN
TRE FOR RE

NEWABLE EN
ERGY SOURCES
AND SAVING)

E-mobility Works
project workshop for

the promotion of
electric vehicles in
municipalities and

companies

13/11/2014 Athens, Titania
Hotel

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers - Medias

200 Greece

36 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

Asociacion Madrid
Network

MAGHRENOV
Consortium Kick

-Off Meeting

16/12/2013 Universitat Politècn
ica de Catalunya

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

80 Spain

37 Oral presentation to
a wider public

Asociacion Madrid
Network

23rd EBN Congress 25/06/2014 CEEI Lleida Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers - Medias

300 Spain

38 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Announcement of
ETRERA_2020 Br
okerage Event in

Casablanca

17/10/2014 web email Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

1038 All Europe, MPC,

39 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

"Second Meeting
ETRERA_2020" in

Istambul

24/06/2014 Madrid Community Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

715 Spain

40 Flyers Asociacion Madrid
Network

ETRERA_2020 Bro
kerage Event in

Casablanca

17/10/2014 Casablanca (Mor
occo)

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers - Medias

137 Morocco, Europe

41 Flyers Asociacion Madrid
Network

Madrid Network
participates in Tran
sfiere, embracing its
pioneering innovat

ion model

11/02/2015 Málaga (Spain) Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -

2300 26 Countries
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Medias

42 Organisation of
Workshops

UNIVERSITE DE
NANTES

ETRERA_2020 Fre
nch Infoday

04/06/2014 University of N
antes

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

30 France

43 Flyers UNIVERSITE DE
NANTES

IEEE CEFC2014 c
onference

20/05/2014 Annecy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

600 France

44 Press releases UNIVERSITE DE
NANTES

Announcement of
ETRERA_2020 In

foday of 4 june 2014
in Nantes

05/05/2014 Atanpole newsletter Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers - Medias

2000 France

45 Oral presentation to
a wider public

UNIVERSITE DE
NANTES

presentation of
ETREA2020 project

12/11/2013 IREENA laboratory Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

50 France

46 Flyers UNIVERSITE DE
NANTES

ICEM 2014 confe
rence on electrical

machine

02/09/2014 Berlin Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

400 Germany

47 Press releases UNIVERSITE DE
NANTES

Presentation of
ETRERA2020 in

research letter of N
antes university

05/11/2013 Nantes Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

2000 France

48 Web sites/Appli
cations

EUROPEAN R
ENEWABLE E

NERGY CENTRES
AGENCY EEIG

ETRERA2020 on t
he EUREC website

04/11/2013 www.eurec.be Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers

EU

49 Oral presentation to
a wider public

EUROPEAN R
ENEWABLE E

NERGY CENTRES
AGENCY EEIG

Latest developments
of the RHC-Plat

form and ETRERA
2020

26/11/2014 Wuppertal Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

40 EU, Turkey, Swi
tzerland

50 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

ETRERA_2020 lan
za dos convocatorias
de apoyo a la Innov

ación

12/03/2015 Madrid Community Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

2300 Spain, Latinoam
érica, EEUU

51 Flyers CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

Flyers distribution at
"Innovation Throu

02/04/2014 Greenwich, Lond
on, UK

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

50 Europe
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DELLE RICERCHE gh Knowledge Tr
ansfer 2014", G

reenwich 2-4 April 2
014

ion, Research) - Ind
ustry

52 Flyers CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

Flyers distribution in
EmHyTeC 2014

conference, Taormin
a, Italy, 9-12 Decem

ber 2014

09/12/2014 Taormina Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

150 Europe, Argentine,
South Korea, Japan,

Saudi Arabia, Al
geria, Turkey, India

, China, USA, B
razil, Mex

53 Posters CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

ETRERA_2020 Pos
ter at EmHyTeC
2014 conference,

Taormina, Italy 9-12
December 2014

09/12/2014 Taormina, Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

150 Europe, Argentine,
South Korea, Japan,

Saudi Arabia, Al
geria, Turkey, India

, China, USA, B
razil, Mex

54 Exhibitions CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

Presentation of the
project activities and
visit to ITAE facilit
ies for EmHyTeC
2014 participants.

10/12/2014 Messina, Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

80 Europe, Argentine,
South Korea, Japan,

Saudi Arabia, Al
geria, Turkey, India

, China, USA, B
razil, Mex

55 Web sites/Appli
cations

CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

Publication on
CNR-ITAE web site

of the news for i
nnovation support ca

ll

16/03/2015 Messina, Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

50000 Mainly Italy

56 Flyers CONSIGLIO
NAZIONALE

DELLE RICERCHE

Flyers distribution in
"Italy and Africa,
working toghether
for a sustainable en
ergy future", Rome,
Italy 13-14 October

2014

13/10/2014 Foreign Affairs and
International C

ooperation Minister
of Italy, Rome.

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

300 Italy and African
Nations

57 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

ETRERA_2020, en
el que Madrid

Network participa, c
elebró el Steering C

ommittee

04/03/2015 Madrid, Spain Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

2300 Spain, Latinoam
érica, EEUU

58 Oral presentation to
a wider public

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

Importance of E
TRERA project for

22/09/2013 PTUK /Tulkarm-P
alestine

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

100 Palestine
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IVERSITY Palestine ion, Research)

59 Oral presentation to
a wider public

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

IVERSITY

ETRERA 2020 Pro
ject in Palestine

18/03/2015 An-Najah National
University-Nablus

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Medias

120 Palestine

60 Organisation of
Workshops

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

IVERSITY

ETRERA 2020 Info
Day

16/03/2014 Nablus-Palestine Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

50 Palestine

61 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

IVERSITY

The network of TTO
in Palestine

18/12/2014 Pisa-Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

25 Palestine, Tunisia,
Jordan

62 Organisation of
Workshops

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

IVERSITY

Assessing the c
ooperation between
energy reserch entit
ies and industrial s

ector

25/05/2014 Palestine Polyt
echnic University

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers

50 Palestine

63 Press releases AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

IVERSITY

ETRERA 2020 06/04/2014 WWW.najah.edu/n
ode/30336

Medias 500 Palestine

64 Flyers CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Flyers distributed in
the EUROSUNME
D (FP7 Project) Inte
rnational School on

Photovoltaics,
Concentrated Solar
Power, Storage and

Grid Integration

29/03/2015 Sharm El-Sheikh,
Egypt

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

150 France, Italy, Spain
, Greece, Belgium,
Germany, Netherl
ands, Norway, T
unisia, Morocco,

Egypt, USA

65 Posters CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Poster on ETRER
A_2020 Project
presented in the

EUROSUNMED (F
P7 Project) Internat

ional School on Phot
ovoltaics, Concentra
ted Solar Power, Sto
rage and Grid Integr

ation

30/03/2015 Sharm El-Sheikh,
Egypt

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

150 France, Italy, Spain
, Greece, Belgium,
Germany, Netherl
ands, Norway, T
unisia, Morocco,

Egypt, USA

66 Flyers CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG

Flyers distributed in
the European

Summer School on

18/06/2014 Cork, Ireland Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

30 Italy, Belgium, Spai
n, Portugal, Ge
rmany, Austria,
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IE DE L ENERGIE the Evaluation of
Technologies (T
echnology Asses
sment), organized

by the University of
Cork within the

frame of PACITA
Project (FP7 Projec

t)

ustry - Civil society
- Policy makers

Denmark, Ireland,
Poland, Argentina,

Brazil

67 Oral presentation to
a wider public

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Presentation of
ETRERA_2020 Pr
oject in the Europea
n Summer School

on the Evaluation of
Technologies (Tech
nology Assessment),

organized by the
University of Cork
within the frame of
PACITA Project

(FP7 Project)

19/06/2014 Cork, Ireland Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

30 Italy, Belgium, Spai
n, Portugal, Ge
rmany, Austria,

Denmark, Ireland,
Poland, Argentina,

Brazil

68 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

ETRERA 2020 lau
nches two calls for
support for innovati

on /

12/03/2015 Web email Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

1200 Spain

69 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Technical Workshop
ETRERA2020 / •?
http://www.madr
idnetwork.org/A
ctualidad/LeerE

vento?codEvento
=222

30/06/2015 web mail Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

4200 Spain

70 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

European Projects
Services

02/12/2013 web site Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

5300 Spain, Latinoam
érica, EEUU

71 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Madrid Network
participates in the
Mobility Progra

mme of the project

22/06/2015 web site Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

750 Spain
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ETRERE_2020/ •?h
ttp://www.madri
dnetwork.org/Ac

tualidad/LeerNoticia
?codNoticia=114
36&titulo=madri

d-network-participa-
en-el-proyecto-

mobility-programme

- Policy makers -
Medias

72 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Technical Workshop
2015 / http://ww
w.energy.imdea.

org/events/2015/tech
nical-workshop-

2015

23/07/2015 web site of iMdea
Energy Institute

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

250 Spain

73 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Brief presentation of
ETRERA_2020 P
roject within the fr
ame of a Workshop
on Technology Tra
nsfer 'TT' and Resea
rch Valorization 'RV
' organized by the J
apan International C
ooperation Agency
(JICA) [Technical

Assistance addresse
d to Borj-Cedria Eco

park]

10/09/2015 Tunis, Tunisia Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

21 Tunisia, Japan

74 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020: A
tool to enhance rese
arch and innovation

in the MPC

15/05/2015 EUROSUNMED
symposium: Adv

anced materials and
technologies for ren

ewable energies -
Lille, France

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

75 Europe - MPC

75 Oral presentation to
a wider public

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

ETRERA_2020: A
tool to enhance rese
arch and innovation

in the MPC - Re
search and Innovatio
n in the MED: EU
Different Instrume
nts toward Shared

Goals

27/05/2015 Cairo- Egypt Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Civ

il society - Policy
makers

100 Europe - Egypt
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76 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Research Centers
and Industries coo

peration in Morocco
, Palestine and Tuni

sia

25/06/2015 University-Industry
Interaction Con

ference - Berlin, Ge
rmany

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

300 world

77 Flyers INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Etrera_2020 pre
sentation

20/07/2015 Barcelona Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

10 Spain, Denmark,
Argentina

78 Oral presentation to
a wider public

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

The R2I experiences
as starting point for
Research and Innov
ation: a meta cluster

development

21/10/2015 UNIMED General
Assembly Roma -

Italy

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Pol

icy makers

100 Europe, MPC

79 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Conferencia final de
ETRERA_2020 /
http://www.madr
idnetwork.org/A
ctualidad/LeerE
vento?codNotici
aIdiomaESP=251

26/10/2015 Spain Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

429 Spain / Colombia /
Perú / Chile

80 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Technical Workshop
ETRERA_2020 / ht

tp://www.energy
.imdea.org/events/20

15/technical-wo
rkshop-2015

30/09/2015 iMdea Energy /
Parque Tecnológico
de Móstoles / Mó

stoles / Spain

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers

800 Spain

81 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Technical Workshop
ETRERA_2020 / ht

tp://www.madrid
network.org/Act
ualidad/LeerEve

nto?codEvento=222

29/09/2015 Technical Works
hop in The Institute
of Catalysis and Pe

trochemistry (C
SIC) - Spanish

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

1200 Spain

82 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

The R2I experiences
as a tool to bridge
the gap between

Research and Innova
tion in the MPC area
. 20th Meeting of th

e Euro-Mediterr
anean Group of

Senior Officials in
Research and In

novation (EU-Med

23/11/2015 Brussels Policy makers 75 EU and MPC
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GSO)

83 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

The R2Is from s
imple project to a s

table alliance

12/02/2016 Marseille - France Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

40 EU - MPC

84 Oral presentation to
a wider public

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

The Role of Clusters
and Innovation Supp

ort Mechanisms;
Experience of

ETRERA_2020 and
the Meta-Cluster de
velopment: NET-

RERA2020,

22/05/2016 Cairo - Egypt Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

75 Egypt - EU

85 Oral presentation to
a wider public

INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Empowering Tran
s-Mediterranean

Renewable Energy
Research Alliance

for Europe 2020 cha
llenges?

13/07/2016 Barcelona - Spain Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

80 EU-MPC

86 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Newsletter Etrera n.
4

28/01/2015 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

2000 EU - MPC

87 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Newsletter n.5 Etrer
a2020 - Innovation

Week

19/02/2015 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

2000 EU - MPC

88 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Apply to Etyrera Cal
ls on Innovation Sup

port

16/03/2015 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

2000 EU - MPC

89 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Newsletter Etrera n.
6

01/09/2015 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

2000 EU - MPC

90 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE

Greeting card for ha
ppy new year 2016

17/12/2015 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

2000 EU - MPC
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NTRE SRL ustry - Civil society
- Policy makers

91 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Save the date - Call
for abstract on green

30/11/2015 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers

2000 EU - MPC

92 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Extended deadline
Call for Abstract

14/01/2016 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry - Policy
makers

2000 EU - MPC

93 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Newsletter Etrera n.
7 - International Gr

een Conference

24/02/2016 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

2000 EU - MPC

94 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Conference InGE
C&EmHyTec'2016

02/05/2016 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

2000 EU - MPC

95 Press releases INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Program COnfere
nce EmHyTec 2016

03/05/2016 EU - MPC Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers

2000 EU - MPC

96 Interviews INNOVA BIC - BU
SINESS INN

OVATION CE
NTRE SRL

Energia: Etrera
_2020, progetto Ue
per rinnovabili nel
Med - http://www
.ansamed.info/a

nsamed/it/notizie/ru
briche/economia

/2016/05/05/energia-
etrera_2020-pro

getto-ue-per-rinnova
bili-nel-med_91
d1cb01-2ede-4fb
c-b302-351cd524

2a6b.html

05/05/2016 ansamed Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

100000 EU and MPC

97 Organisation of
Conference

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

Fifth International
Energy Conference

10/01/2015 Ramallah - West
Bank

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

250 Palestine
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IVERSITY in Palestine ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

98 Organisation of
Workshops

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

IVERSITY

“Electrification of
small villages in Pa
lestine by centraliz

ed and decentralized
PV systems” and

“Pre-heat swimming
pool water by using
solar water collect

ors”

11/06/2014 Yldiz Technical
University-Turkey

Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

80 European and Me
diterranean partner

countries

99 Oral presentation to
a scientific event

AN-NAJAH N
ATIONAL UN

IVERSITY

Study case: The
network of TTO in P

alestine

16/12/2014 Pisa-Italy Scientific comm
unity (higher educat

ion, Research)

30 European and Me
diterranean partner

countries

100 Web sites/Appli
cations

Asociacion Madrid
Network

Mobility Program
ETRERA_2020 of
Madrid Network

11/08/2016 Madrid, Spain Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

3800 Spain, Latinoam
érica, EEUU

101 Organisation of
Conference

CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

[ETRERA_2020 Fi
nal Conference]

InGEC & EmHyTe
C?'2016 | Internatio
nal Green Energy

Conference & Euro-
Mediterranean H
ydrogen Technol
ogies Conference

10/05/2016 Gammarth, Tunisia Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

150 EU Countries -
Mediterranean P

artners Countries -
Japan ...

102 Flyers CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Mobility Progra
mme for Innovation
at the Mediterranean

Observatory of
Energy (OME - F

rance)

25/08/2016 Paris, France Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind

ustry

10 France, Italy, Turke
y, Australia

103 TV clips CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE ET
DE TECHNOLOG
IE DE L ENERGIE

Video related to
ETRERA_2020 F
inal Conference

[InGEC & EmHyT
eC?'2016] published
on the Tunisian TV (

starting from 2

10/05/2016 Tunis, Tunisia Scientific comm
unity (higher educat
ion, Research) - Ind
ustry - Civil society

- Policy makers -
Medias

10000 All countries
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6m38s to 27m30s):
www.youtube.

com/watch?v=YVN
nzlUclgw&index=
12&list=PLTGtCM

X0-RuJChZz
SWBoa85yRb

W6YutsB
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Section B (Confidential or public: confidential information marked clearly)

LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, REGISTERED DESIGNS,UTILITY MODELS, ETC.

Type of IP Rights Confidential Foreseen embargo date
dd/mm/yyyy

Application reference(s) (e.g.
EP123456)

Subject or title of application Applicant(s) (as on the
application)

Patents Yes 24/09/2034 TNP2014402 Cylindrical-Parabolic Solar
Water Heater type 'Collector

storer' with transparent insulati
on of honeycomb and night
insulation (CESCP NDIN)

1. Eng. Anis MESSAOUDA
[Engineer at CRTEn, technic

ally assisted and coached by E
TRERA_2020 Project] | 2.

Prof. Chakib KERKENI [Res
earcher at CRTEn] | Patent Att
orney: Eng. Zied KBAIER [

CRTEn]
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OVERVIEW TABLE WITH EXPLOITABLE FOREGROUND

Type of Exploitable
Foreground

Description of
Exploitable
Foreground

Confidential Foreseen embargo
date dd/mm/yyyy

Exploitable
product(s) or
measure(s)

Sector(s) of
application

Timetable for
commercial use or

any other use

Patents or other IPR
exploitation
(licences)

Owner and Other
Beneficiary(s) involved

Exploitation of resu
lts through EU

policies

10 key issues “the 1
0 Messina’s points”
that should be taken
into consideration
in order to define a
future integrated i
nnovation frame
work. ??1) Set up
of a developed a

PPa able to manage
projects with real in

novation outputs
and impacts on the

ground??2) Sti
mulate an entre
preneurial inno
vation open eco
system for the

business creation: n
ew start ups and

new ventures, risk
capital culture by

supporting the
co-work between

business schools an
d innovators. ?

???3) Set up of a ne
twork of transn

ational accelerators:
who, in turn, can

play a strategic role
for making research

results becoming
new products and
services in an eff

icient and effective
way, accelerating t

he enterprises innov
ation.????4) Su

pport of innovators
company missions
ready to deploy and

No policy promotion
and conference

international cooper
ation, enterprise de

velopment

not applicable not applicable •?Alberto Soraci & N
ancy Deleo (ETR

ERA_2020)??•?Gu
stavo Pérez (FP4BATI
W)??•?Claude Ayache
(Magrenow)??•?Christ
oforos Perakis (MARE
) ??•?Enrique Doblas

(MENFRI) ??
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to scale up emerg
ing technologie

s????5) Set up of te
sting platforms

open to innovation
actors: by deve

loping medium size
research infrast
ructures and ne

tworks of, to test a
nd benchmark pr
oducts and tech
nologies;????6)

Develop of soft skil
ls by creating the c
apacity to use the r
esearch infrastructu
res and the capacity
to exploit, upgrade,

maintain and
commercialize/v

alorize such facilit
ies and the capacity
to perform excellen
t R&DI????7) De

velop of a public pr
ocurement platform

where to create
some network of

enterprise to be ab
le to access interna
tional tenders. In o

rder to stimulate the
South-South cooper
ation????8) Follow
the example of the
NEXUS approach:
by creating line of i
ntervention targeted
to the integration of
technologies????9)

Widespread the
smart specialization
strategy concept to
concentrate the r
esources around

few key priorities?
???10) The dias
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pora issue and the i
nvolvement of key
staff on the proc
edures and netw
orks to be deve

loped due to their k
nowledge and ga
ined experience,
specially on the c

reation of spin-offs
and start ups in Eu

rope??

Exploitation of resu
lts through EU

policies

In Tunis during the
ETRERA_2020 fin
al conference, the p
olicy round table ch
arted some the actio
ns lines for the set

up of the EMIS
based on 5 pillars:

??Acceleration
programme: Euro
-Med innovation

projects around spe
cific innovation ‘dr
ivers’ - impact orie
nted (Solar Energy,
W/F/E Nexus, Grid

integration and i
nterconnection,
‘made in Euro-

Med’, etc.) tailored
on the needs and co
nstrain of the Euro-

Med and Africa
environment??Tr

aining: Set – up an
educational Eur

o-Med community
oriented toward the

promotion of e
nergy transition ‘ga
me changers’ and

entrepreneurs??Met
a cluster: Innovatio
n dedicated services
, esp. for SME’s, st

No policy promotion
and conference

international cooper
ation, enterprise de

velopment

not applicable not applicable not applicable
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art-ups and joint ve
ntures, … through
deploying the Met

a-Cluster conce
pt??PPa: Set up of a
dedicated PPa as an
operational umbrell
a, based on co-finan
cing, impact oriente
d??Political & Fina

ncial support:
support to pioneers

& legislation r
eformation??

ADDITIONAL TEMPLATE B2: OVERVIEW TABLE WITH EXPLOITABLE FOREGROUND

Description of Exploitable
Foreground

Explain of the Exploitable Foreground

10 key issues “the 10 Messina’s poi
nts” that should be taken into cons
ideration in order to define a future
integrated innovation framework.
??1) Set up of a developed a PPa a
ble to manage projects with real in
novation outputs and impacts on

the ground??2) Stimulate an entre
preneurial innovation open eco

system for the business creation: n
ew start ups and new ventures, risk

capital culture by supporting the
co-work between business schools
and innovators. ????3) Set up of a
network of transnational acceler
ators: who, in turn, can play a st

rategic role for making research re
sults becoming new products and
services in an efficient and effe

ctive way, accelerating the enterpr
ises innovation.????4) Support of i
nnovators company missions ready
to deploy and to scale up emerging

technologies????5) Set up of te
sting platforms open to innovation
actors: by developing medium size

The 10 Messina points represent the policy base for the development of the 5TOI_4EWAS project. It is a policy document that will be revised and that has
been showcased and shared in several international events such as the GSO meeting 2015, the Magrenov international conferences 2016, the FP4BATIW

and ETRERA_2020 international conference 2016.
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research infrastructures and ne
tworks of, to test and benchmark pr

oducts and technologies;????6)
Develop of soft skills by creating
the capacity to use the research in
frastructures and the capacity to e

xploit, upgrade, maintain and
commercialize/valorize such facilit
ies and the capacity to perform exc

ellent R&DI????7) Develop of a
public procurement platform where
to create some network of enterpris
e to be able to access international
tenders. In order to stimulate the

South-South cooperation????8) Fol
low the example of the NEXUS a
pproach: by creating line of interv

ention targeted to the integration of
technologies????9) Widespread the

smart specialization strategy con
cept to concentrate the resources a
round few key priorities????10)

The diaspora issue and the involv
ement of key staff on the procedure
s and networks to be developed due

to their knowledge and gained
experience, specially on the creati
on of spin-offs and start ups in Eu

rope??

In Tunis during the ETRERA_2020
final conference, the policy round

table charted some the actions lines
for the set up of the EMIS based on

5 pillars:??Acceleration progr
amme: Euro-Med innovation proj
ects around specific innovation ‘dr
ivers’ - impact oriented (Solar Ene
rgy, W/F/E Nexus, Grid integration

and interconnection, ‘made in
Euro-Med’, etc.) tailored on the ne
eds and constrain of the Euro-Med
and Africa environment??Training:
Set – up an educational Euro-Med

community oriented toward the
promotion of energy transition ‘ga

me changers’ and entrepreneurs
??Meta cluster: Innovation dedicate

The Tunis agenda represent the policy base for further political discussion and political papers. It is a policy document that will be revised and that has been
showcased and shared during the Magrenov international conferences 2016 at the European Parliament inBrussels. in Septhember 2016.
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d services, esp. for SME’s, start-u
ps and joint ventures, … through de

ploying the Meta-Cluster conce
pt??PPa: Set up of a dedicated PPa
as an operational umbrella, based o

n co-financing, impact oriente
d??Political & Financial support:
support to pioneers & legislation r

eformation??
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4.3 Report on societal implications

B. Ethics

1. Did your project undergo an Ethics Review
(and/or Screening)?

No

If Yes: have you described the progress of
compliance with the relevant Ethics
Review/Screening Requirements in the frame
of the periodic/final reports?

2. Please indicate whether your project involved any of the following issues :

RESEARCH ON HUMANS

Did the project involve children? No

Did the project involve patients? No

Did the project involve persons not able to
consent?

No

Did the project involve adult healthy
volunteers?

No

Did the project involve Human genetic
material?

No

Did the project involve Human biological
samples?

No

Did the project involve Human data
collection?

No

RESEARCH ON HUMAN EMBRYO/FOETUS

Did the project involve Human Embryos? No

Did the project involve Human Foetal Tissue /
Cells?

No

Did the project involve Human Embryonic
Stem Cells (hESCs)?

No

Did the project on human Embryonic Stem
Cells involve cells in culture?

No

Did the project on human Embryonic Stem
Cells involve the derivation of cells from
Embryos?

No

PRIVACY

Did the project involve processing of genetic
information or personal data (eg. health,
sexual lifestyle, ethnicity, political opinion,
religious or philosophical conviction)?

No

Did the project involve tracking the location
or observation of people?

No

RESEARCH ON ANIMALS
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Did the project involve research on animals? No

Were those animals transgenic small
laboratory animals?

No

Were those animals transgenic farm animals? No

Were those animals cloned farm animals? No

Were those animals non-human primates? No

RESEARCH INVOLVING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Did the project involve the use of local
resources (genetic, animal, plant etc)?

No

Was the project of benefit to local community
(capacity building, access to healthcare,
education etc)?

Yes

DUAL USE

Research having direct military use No

Research having potential for terrorist abuse No

C. Workforce Statistics

3. Workforce statistics for the project: Please indicate in the table below the number of people
who worked on the project (on a headcount basis).

Type of Position Number of Women Number of Men

Scientific Coordinator 1 5

Work package leaders 2 9

Experienced researchers (i.e. PhD holders) 10 27

PhD student 1 7

Other 10 11

4. How many additional researchers (in
companies and universities) were recruited
specifically for this project?

18

Of which, indicate the number of men: 9
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D. Gender Aspects

5. Did you carry out specific Gender Equality
Actions under the project ?

Yes

6. Which of the following actions did you carry out and how effective were they?

Design and implement an equal opportunity
policy

Not Applicable

Set targets to achieve a gender balance in the
workforce

Effective

Organise conferences and workshops on
gender

Not Applicable

Actions to improve work-life balance Not Applicable

Other:

7. Was there a gender dimension associated
with the research content - i.e. wherever
people were the focus of the research as, for
example, consumers, users, patients or in
trials, was the issue of gender considered and
addressed?

No

If yes, please specify:

E. Synergies with Science Education

8. Did your project involve working with
students and/or school pupils (e.g. open days,
participation in science festivals and events,
prizes/competitions or joint projects)?

No

If yes, please specify:

9. Did the project generate any science
education material (e.g. kits, websites,
explanatory booklets, DVDs)?

Yes

If yes, please specify: ETRERA_2020 GUIDE FOR TURNING IDEAS
INTO SUCCESSFUL RENEWABLE ENERGY
PROJECTS IN THE MENA REGION

F. Interdisciplinarity

10. Which disciplines (see list below) are involved in your project?

Main discipline:

Associated discipline: 2.2 Electrical engineering, electronics [electrical
engineering, electronics, communication
engineering and systems, computer engineering
(hardware only) and other allied subjects]

Associated discipline: 2.3 Other engineering sciences (such as chemical,
aeronautical and space, mechanical, metallurgical
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and materials engineering, and their specialised
subdivisions; forest products; applied sciences
such as geodesy, industrial chemistry, etc.; the
science and technology of food production;
specialised technologies of interdisciplinary
fields, e.g. systems analysis, metallurgy, mining,
textile technology and other applied subjects)

G. Engaging with Civil society and policy makers

11a. Did your project engage with societal
actors beyond the research community? (if
'No', go to Question 14)

Yes

11b. If yes, did you engage with citizens
(citizens' panels / juries) or organised civil
society (NGOs, patients' groups etc.)?

Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the
results of the project

11c. In doing so, did your project involve
actors whose role is mainly to organise the
dialogue with citizens and organised civil
society (e.g. professional mediator;
communication company, science museums)?

No

12. Did you engage with government / public
bodies or policy makers (including
international organisations)

Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the
results of the project

13a. Will the project generate outputs
(expertise or scientific advice) which could be
used by policy makers?

Yes - as a secondary objective (please indicate
areas below - multiple answer possible)

13b. If Yes, in which fields?

Agriculture No

Audiovisual and Media No

Budget No

Competition No

Consumers No

Culture No

Customs No

Development Economic and Monetary Affairs No

Education, Training, Youth Yes

Employment and Social Affairs No

Energy Yes

Enlargement No

Enterprise Yes

Environment No

External Relations No
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External Trade No

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs No

Food Safety No

Foreign and Security Policy No

Fraud No

Humanitarian aid No

Human rightsd No

Information Society No

Institutional affairs No

Internal Market No

Justice, freedom and security No

Public Health No

Regional Policy No

Research and Innovation Yes

Space No

Taxation No

Transport No

13c. If Yes, at which level? International level

H. Use and dissemination
14. How many Articles were
published/accepted for publication in
peer-reviewed journals?

7

To how many of these is open access
provided?

4

How many of these are published in open
access journals?

0

How many of these are published in open
repositories?

1

To how many of these is open access not
provided?

2

Please check all applicable reasons for not providing open access:

publisher's licensing agreement would not
permit publishing in a repository

No

no suitable repository available No

no suitable open access journal available No

no funds available to publish in an open access
journal

Yes

lack of time and resources No

lack of information on open access No
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If other - please specify

15. How many new patent applications
('priority filings') have been made?
("Technologically unique": multiple
applications for the same invention in
different jurisdictions should be counted as
just one application of grant).

1

16. Indicate how many of the following Intellectual Property Rights were applied for (give
number in each box).

Trademark 0

Registered design 0

Other 0

17. How many spin-off companies were
created / are planned as a direct result of the
project?

2

Indicate the approximate number of
additional jobs in these companies:

4

18. Please indicate whether your project has a
potential impact on employment, in
comparison with the situation before your
project:

Increase in employment,
In small and medium-sized

enterprises

19. For your project partnership please
estimate the employment effect resulting
directly from your participation in Full Time
Equivalent (FTE = one person working
fulltime for a year) jobs:

9Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify

I. Media and Communication to the general public
20. As part of the project, were any of the
beneficiaries professionals in communication
or media relations?

No

21. As part of the project, have any
beneficiaries received professional media /
communication training / advice to improve
communication with the general public?

No

22. Which of the following have been used to communicate information about your project to
the general public, or have resulted from your project?

Press Release Yes

Media briefing Yes

TV coverage / report Yes

Radio coverage / report No

Brochures /posters / flyers Yes

DVD /Film /Multimedia Yes
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Coverage in specialist press No

Coverage in general (non-specialist) press Yes

Coverage in national press Yes

Coverage in international press Yes

Website for the general public / internet Yes

Event targeting general public (festival,
conference, exhibition, science café)

Yes

23. In which languages are the information products for the general public produced?

Language of the coordinator Yes

Other language(s) Yes

English Yes
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Grant Agreement number: 609543

Project acronym: ETRERA_2020

Project title: Empowering Trans-Mediterranean Renewable
Energy Research Alliance for Europe 2020
challenges

Funding Scheme: FP7-CSA-SA

Project starting date: 01/09/2013

Project end date: 31/08/2016

Name of the scientific representative of the
project's coordinator and organisation:

Dr. Alberto Soraci INNOVA BIC - BUSINESS
INNOVATION CENTRE SRL

Name

Date 12/11/2016
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